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Summary
This paper analyzes aid allocation from a normative point of view. It attempts to design aid
allocation criteria adapted to development goals and combining the principles of effectiveness
and equity in a transparent and integrated framework. The common view about aid selectivity,
which essentially refers to the quality of governance and policy indicators, is challenged for
several reasons, in particular the weakness of the relationship between these indicators and
aid effectiveness and the risk of countries facing exogeneous difficulties being left behind.
Consistent with the lessons of the literature on aid effectiveness, new criteria for aid
allocation are proposed, in particular that of structural vulnerability which has been shown
to increase the marginal effectiveness of aid, because aid dampens its negative effects.
Moreover, equity principles in aid allocation involve promoting equal opportunities (for
economic growth and to reduce poverty), which means giving more aid to countries facing
more severe structural handicaps. Thus a rational basis is given for allocating more aid to the
LDCs (least developed countries), designated as low income countries suffering the most
from structural handicaps. Using the Economic Vulnerability Index (EVI) set up for the
identification of LDCs also leads to giving special attention to small and vulnerable
countries which are not LDCs, and to fragile states as well.
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Introduction

In the discussion on how aid can contribute to the attainment of the Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs), first debated was the issue of scaling up associated with the idea that a "big
push" can move poor countries out of an underdevelopment "trap". We consider that an aidsupported big push, although challenged by absorptive capacity concerns, is relevant in as far
as aid implementation is adapted to these challenges (Guilllaumont and Guillaumont
Jeanneney 2007). And it still appears high on the international agenda. However, with the
recent slowing down in the total aid effort of OECD donors, following its increase from 2000
to 2005, the issue of aid allocation between recipients has gained renewed importance.

Aid allocation to developing countries can be analyzed from several points of view (Mc
Gillivray 2004). "Positive" studies try to explain the actual pattern of allocation and why it
could differ between donors. More normative but still descriptive studies assess the quality of
aid allocation, the so-called "aid selectivity". A third set of studies, both normative and
prescriptive, looks for an "optimal" aid allocation. Although the three kinds of study are not
independent, focus is here on the third one, which is a primary concern both for donors and
recipient countries: what share of a total amount of aid should be allocated to the different
developing countries?

Very few studies have tried to answer this question at the global level (a seminal and
enlightening contribution being that of Collier and Dollar, 2001, 2002). Most have been
carried out by aid agencies in order to set up guidelines for the inter-country allocation of
their own resources, and only some of them use a rigorous framework with quantitative
criteria combined in a formula or a formal model. Others only identify priority countries.
Moreover, all the formulas used with this aim are not made available (see Anderson 2008).
The most explicit is that used by the Word Bank for the allocation of IDA funds. It is also the
most influential, not only due to the size of IDA resources. To some extent, several other
formulas, in particular those of multilateral development banks (African Development Bank,
Asian Development Bank), replicate that of the World Bank. Moreover, the World Bank
formula, as well as the similar ones of regional banks, reflects a common wish of the donors,
who consider the allocation formula when they decide the replenishment of the resources of
multilateral agencies. For these reasons, it can be considered as the most conventional formula.
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This conventional formula corresponds to the so-called "Performance Based Allocation"
(PBA). The "PBA" systems, according to Anderson (2008), "share five main characteristics in
common:
- the use of a publicly-available aid allocation formula, most often including just three
indicators: GNI per capita, population size and a measure of country performance;
- the use of subjective measures of recipient country performance (….)
- a much larger weighting, within the allocation formula, given to countries’ performance
ratings, as opposed to their GNI per capita;
- additional support, for a limited amount of time, to post-conflict countries;
- pre-selection for eligibility, determined by a combination of low GNI per capita and lack of
creditworthiness leading to an inability to borrow on market terms"

It means that the PBA conventional formula is applied primarily to a subset of developing
countries, for instance, at the World Bank those which are IDA eligible. When a formula is to
be applied to all developing countries likely to receive ODA, the income level is given more
weighting, and performance less. Thus aid allocation formulas may differ according to their
coverage, one being for the set of all developing countries, another one for a smaller set
mainly composed of low income countries.

Not all the allocation formulas rely on the same criteria as those included in the PBA. Criteria
may be few, but different: for instance, and noticeably, the UNICEF formula includes, besides
GNI pc, the size of the child population (instead of total population), and, a more important
difference, the under-five mortality rate (instead of "performance"). Conversely, a formula
may use a lot of criteria: for instance a complex system is that used by the European
Commission for the replenishment of the tenth European Development Fund (European
Commission, 2007). First, it designates two envelopes, one (A) for the programmable part and
the other one (B) for unforeseen needs such as emergency assistance. Secondly, the
calculation for part (A), mixing quantitative criteria and qualitative judgements, is made from
a quantitative model (80%) and a "governance incentive tranche" (20%), which is based on
"identification of the main weaknesses in the current governance situation and the quality of
the reform agenda". The quantitative model introduces very numerous indicators, weighted in
various ways, and aiming to reflect both needs and performance1 .
1

Indicators include, inter alia, 9th EDF initial allocation, population and income per capita (non linear
weighting), relative proportion of the young in the population, prevalence of HIV/AIDS, UNDP poverty index
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In this paper we focus on the PBA or conventional formula and refer separately, when needed,
to other allocation formulas or systems. We argue that the corresponding rules of aid
allocation should be revisited and suggest how it can be done.

The paper is organized as follows. First, it is necessary to come back to the principles which
should underly aid allocation, retaining essentially the search for equity (defined as the
promotion of equal opportunities) and for effectiveness (in the contribution of aid to the
reduction of poverty or more generally the achievement of the MDGs). Secondly, referring to
these principles, we consider what is wrong with the usual formulas: essentially a neglect of
the equity concern and a misleading use of the notion of performance, needing arbitrary
adjustments and exceptions. Thirdly, we suggest the main lines of an integrated approach,
transparent because using a limited number of clear criteria, balancing effectiveness and
equity criteria, straightforwardly including structural economic vulnerability, and thus treating
specific cases and categories within a general and consistent framework. Fourthly, relying on
rough simulations of various formulas, we consider some implications of the implementation
of the rules proposed. Finally, comments are made on some remaining issues, in particular
the consideration of regional integration and climate change in aid allocation.

Back to principles: combining effectiveness and equity in a transparent manner

Any formula of aid allocation should rely on three principles:
1) effectiveness: aid should be allocated in such way it can contribute effectively to the
attainment of its goals, here supposed to be the MDGs;
2) equity: aid should be allocated in an equitable manner, depending on what is meant
by equity, here supposed to be the equalizing of opportunities;
3) transparency: the main rules of allocation should be clear and available to anybody,
since they reflect the policy of the international community.

We briefly consider these three principles.

(modified), growth instability, geographical location (various indicators: import transport costs, population
density, landlockedness and insularity,…), three categories of performance with their own indicators (aid,
economic, social), plus various ceilings and floors, etc.
5
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Effectiveness

Aid effectiveness has been the subject of numerous discussions during the last ten years.
Everybody may agree that aid effectiveness depends inter alia on some specific features of
recipient countries. If these features are clearly identified, they should be retained as aid
allocation criteria, so that aid will be allocated "effectively".

A preliminary issue is the determination of aid goals. It can be agreed that these are the
Millennium Development Goals. However the bulk of the analysis of aid effectiveness is
related to the relationship between aid and economic growth. Indeed poverty reduction
(MDG1), and some other Millennium goals as well, depend primarily on economic growth,
but based on links and coefficients likely to differ among countries. Thus, the criteria of aid
effectiveness should normally be broader in scope than growth alone..

Two main criteria of aid effectiveness have emerged from the debate in the last decade .

The first one is policy, institutions and governance: measured in one way or another, these
criteria have been the core of the mainstream literature on aid effectiveness initiated by a
Burnside and Dollar paper (1997-2000) and the book Assessing Aid by the World Bank
(1998). The basic idea is that aid is more effective when the policy and institutional
environment is "good", because aid is then more likely to be used rationally, or not wasted.
The determination of aid effectiveness by the quality of policy and institutions is a basic
relationship in the model of optimal aid allocation by Collier and Dollar (2001, 2002).
However, the robustness of the econometric finding has been seriously debated2 (e.g. Hansen
and Tarp 2001, Dalgaard and Hansen 2001, Lensink and White 2001, Easterly 2003),
including in the World Bank Economic Review (Roodman, 2007). Moreover the supposed
relationship relies on the hypothesis that aid has no effect on policy, a hypothesis which has
itself been debated in an influential book edited by the World Bank authors (Devarajan,
Dollar, Holmgreen, 2001, and comments by Berg, 2003, and Tarp, 2001). Policy may finally
be considered less because it is a factor in aid effectiveness than because its change is a goal
2

In more technical terms in a growth regression the coefficient of the additive" policy" variable is positively
significant, while that of the multiplicative variable "policy x aid" is not.
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of aid allocation. The meaning of a possible policy criterion is not then the same, as we shall
see.

A second category of factors is related to exogeneous shocks and structural economic
vulnerability, to which can be added the post-conflict situation. While vulnerability to
exogeneous shocks, external or natural, is a negative factor of growth, aid is likely to dampen
their effects, lowering the relative shortfall of resources and avoiding economic collapse
(Guillaumont and Chauvet, 2001). In post conflict situations aid facilitates recovery and
lowers the risk of new conflict (Collier and Hoeffler, 2004). Thus, vulnerability increases the
marginal effectiveness of aid. The econometric tests of this finding have been found more
robust than those of the conventional view on the effectiveness of policy-driven aid
(Roodman, 2007). And it has been confirmed both at the macro and the micro levels
(respectively in Chauvet and Guillaumont, 2004, 2008, and Guillaumont and Laajal, 2006).
Moreover, it can be argued that aid, by dampening the impact of shocks, makes growth not
only faster, but also more pro-poor, because more unstable growth is less pro-poor
(Guillaumont, 2006, 2007b).

Briefly stated, structural vulnerability seems to be a major factor in aid effectiveness.
However, a more open conclusion would be to consider both structural economic
vulnerability and the quality of policy as significant factors in aid effectiveness and
consequently as relevant criteria for aid allocation.

Equity

Although official development assistance is not designed as a simple redistributive transfer
from richer to poorer countries, with the aim of increasing global welfare, equity
considerations cannot be omitted in designing principles for aid allocation. Aid allocation
should not only be effective, it should also be equitable. Implementation of such a principle
needs to make explicit the meaning given to "justice". A modern idea of justice, developed in
particular by Rawls (1971) and Roemer (1998) with reference to individuals is to give equal
opportunities to all individuals: inequality is not opposed to justice insofar as it results from
differences in effort or performance, but it is when it results from differences in opportunities3.

3

The World Development Report 2006 endorses this idea of justice (World Bank, 2005)
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Looking for justice then involves equalising opportunities. The same applies to nations4. With
regard to economic growth and poverty reduction goals, international justice means trying to
compensate countries for their structural handicaps to growth and reducing poverty. Structural
handicaps are those which are durable and beyond the present will of the country (of course
they may result from past policy): they mainly reflect the impact of historical or geographical
factors, as well as that of the international environment.

We here should note that the Least Developed Countries (LDCs) have been precisely
designated as those low income countries suffering the most from structural handicaps to
growth. They are consequently identified by three criteria: income per capita, human capital
( measured by the Human Assets Index, HAI) and structural vulnerability (measured by the
Economic Vulnerability Index, EVI); the levels of (100-)HAI and of EVI, two composite
indices, are supposed to reflect the main structural handicaps faced by the country (United
Nations 2008, Guillaumont 2008). It follows that there is a rationale in the specific target
internationally agreed for ODA to LDCs, a topic to which I will come back later.

Transparency and simplicity

The third principle to apply in formulating aid allocation criteria is the transparency of the
method applied. The allocation of aid is a political decision. The rules and principles behind
this decision need to be perfectly understandable to the policy maker. There may be
sophisticated calculations needed to obtain the component indicators leading to the composite
indices, but the nature of these indicators should be clear, as well as the rule for their
aggregation.

Briefly stated, for aid allocation there is a trade-off between the possible complexity of the
effectiveness and equity assessment and the need for clarity and simplicity.

4

Llavador and Roemer (2001), then Cogneau and Naudet (2007), have attempted to apply this principle in an
optimal aid allocation model, but both with an aid effectiveness relationship of the pure Collier and Dollar kind
(depending only on policy) and some peculiar results (cf Mc Gillivray 2006).
8
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What is wrong with the usual formulas?

The usual formulas have been empirically set up and progressively reformed in response to
their most obvious shortcomings. At the present stage of the process, they neither rely on
sound analytical bases nor illuminate by their transparency. The extent to which they are
known and understood by public opinion in the donor countries and appreciated by the
governments of the recipient countries is doubtful.

The usual principles of allocation refer to "performance" and "needs", which could
respectively correspond to the effectiveness and equity principles presented above. In both
cases, however, the actual correspondence is loose, at best. Let us first consider needs, then
performance, two appealing but ambiguous concepts.

A narrow view of needs instead of a search for equity

Aid needs are not a new topic. They were calculated three or four decades ago as a gap
between the amount of investment required to reach a given rate of growth and the level of
savings available, or as a gap between the amount of imports also required for a given rate of
growth and the likely level of exports: these two gaps, familiar in the development literature
of this time, were related to foreign capital inflows of any kind (the so-called resource gap),
not to ODA only. Indeed the bases of their calculation have been strongly and rightly
criticized. But they were clearly needs to reach a goal. The needs (of aid) which are now
considered in the conventional allocation formulas are not really assessed with regard to the
goals to be reached5. The only, but reasonable, indicator of aid needs per capita6 in the usual
formula is the level of GNI per capita, to which a small weighting is given. Simplicity is here
to be acknowledged.

The single reference to needs as related to the level of income presents two drawbacks. First,
it gives a narrow view of the MDGs and of real needs, since no human indicator is considered.
Secondly, it does not correspond to the idea of justice as an equality of opportunities which is
to be promoted by development aid. With respect to this idea of justice, structural handicaps
5

It should not be the case in optimal allocation models of total aid (see for instance the calculation of aid
required to halve poverty, country by country in Anderson and Wadington, 2007).
6
Of course total "needs" also depend on the population number, which is included in the formula as a
multiplicative factor, and is consequently said to be given a significant weighting.
9
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have to be considered, as well as the level of current income. A low level of human capital
(measured by health and/or education indicators) is then missing in the usual criteria for two
reasons: it corresponds more closely than income to the Millenium Development Goals and it
reflects a structural handicap to growth. For the second reason structural vulnerability, which
is a major handicap to growth and development (Guillaumont 2006), is also missing.

Subjective assessment of performance instead of a search for effectiveness

Performance too is an ambiguous concept. Strictly speaking, it refers to the quality of results
obtained from policy, but in the conventional (PBA) aid allocation formulas, it refers to the
alleged quality of policy itself. It seems that the meaning of performance has been shifting,
along with the process of designing aid allocation criteria. Initially, following the argument
developed by Assessing Aid, Burnside, Collier and Dollar (the "ABCD paradigm"), the
criterion introduced under the headings of performance referred to the policy or institutions
likely to enhance aid effectiveness (for growth). Although the empirical grounds of the
relationship between policy and aid effectiveness were weak, the rationale was the search for
effectiveness. In this respect, the main criticism of this approach was the omission among
criteria of the other factors likely to determine aid effectiveness. As noted above, a major
factor is the economic vulnerability of countries, which would be a relevant criterion because
it increases aid effectiveness, and not only because it is a structural handicap to be
compensated for equity reasons.

Maybe due to the weakness of the link between policy and aid effectiveness, the meaning of
"performance" has changed, becoming more and more an assessment of the recipient’s policy
made by donors and reflecting what they think to be the right policy for developing countries.
It is not an assessment of the impact of policy, which the word performance suggests.
Performance criteria have thus become a reward for having adopted the alleged right policy
and an incentive to adopt it, rather than a solid basis for increasing aid effectiveness.
Allocating aid according to a judgement on policies may also have been a response to a
concern of public opinion in developed countries.

10
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This move is well illustrated by the use made of the CPIA7 in the World Bank formula. Not
only is the weighting given to the CPIA overwhelming compared to the GNI per capita (on
the grounds that the formula is applied exclusively to IDA eligible countries), but the IDA
calculation of the so-called "country performance rating" (CPR) 8 gives a major weighting to
part D of the CPIA, which covers the governance items. 9 Through the CPIA, the
"performance" criterion aims at rewarding good policy and governance, and giving an
incentive to reform.

Within the discussion on aid allocation criteria, a specific debate has emerged on CPIA, on its
composition as well as its use. Criticism has concerned the subjectivity and variability of the
assessment of the items, which we do not discuss here (see for instance Michaïlof 2005 or
Lafourcade 2007), and their relevance as performance indicators. Indeed, as stressed by
Kanbur (2005) most of them are related to policy measures or environment, none to outcome
and impact. Ravi Kanbur has made what he names a "modest proposal" to add items such as
changes and levels in child mortality, to have both indicators of real performance and of real
needs. Performance assessment should indeed rely more on the impact of policy than on the
policy itself.

This issue is linked to that of the conditionality of budget support: traditional conditionality
related to policy measures has been criticized because it discourages ownership and is then
ineffective (see for instance Collier et al. 1997), and it has been proposed to replace it by an
outcome-based conditionality, also called performance-based conditionality (performance
being measured by outcomes or impact), with some partial attempts to implement it, in
particular by the European Commission (of which a preliminary assessment has been given in
7

The CPIA (Country Policy and Institutional Assessment), designed by the Word Bank, is composed of 16
components, gathered into four clusters (A: Economic management; B: Structural Policies; C: Policies for Social
Inclusion; D: Public Sector Management and Institutions)
8
Under the PBA system used for aid allocation by IDA, and other multilateral development banks as well, the
resource allocation formula includes in its "performance" component, called "Country performance rating" (CPR)
not only CPIA elements, but also a portfolio performance rating (PORT) reflecting the percentage of IDAfunded projects at risk in each country. The composition of the CPR has recently changed (for IDA 15, and ADF
11 as well) so that to avoid a double counting of a part of CPIA inherent in the previous formula, and using a
decomposition of CPIA between clusters A to C (related respectively to economic management, structural
policies, policies for social inclusion) and cluster D related to governance, stronger weighting being given to
cluster D : 0.24 for CPIAA-C, 0.68 for CPIAD, and 0.08 for PORT (World Bank, 2007). Then the resource
allocation formula is a geometric average of the CPR (exponent 5), the GNI per capita (exponent -0.125) and the
population (exponent 1).
9
Items of section D "Public Sector Management and Institutions" are: property rights and rule-based governance;
quality of budgetary and financial management; efficiency of revenue mobilization; quality of public
administration; transparency, accountability, and corruption in the public sector.
11
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Adam et al. 2004). The superiority of outcome criteria (outcomes preferably related to the
MDGs) over policy measurement criteria, for aid allocation as well as for the conditionality of
budget support, is to promote ownership10, gaining in legitimacy. With regard to the present
move towards an outcome-based conditionality of budget support, it would seem consistent to
modify the so-called performance criterion of aid allocation by focusing on achievements,
such as the reduction of child mortality or the increase of learning attainment, at least by
giving more weighting to them.

Anyway, it is still debatable whether "performance", designated either by policy or by
outcome, is a criterion as relevant for aid allocation as it is for the conditionality of budget
support. It can be argued that what matters for aid allocation is the search for effectiveness
and that only factors of effectiveness should be retained as allocation criteria, while the search
for the right incentives is a matter of conditionality.

Governance itself may be more

important as a factor in choosing the type of aid than as a factor for determining its level
(Guillaumont and Guillaumont Jeanneney, 2007).

Fragile states, fragile concept

The shortcoming of the quasi exclusive reliance on policy and governance indicators (through
CPIA) has led to a paradoxical situation. According to the principle of performance, the major
criterion for aid allocation was the CPIA. It has rapidly become clear that a rigorous
application of the principle was untenable. Numerous countries, in particular those in post
conflict situations, facing the most severe political problems, evidenced a very poor CPIA
rating and at the same time a strong need for assistance. For these low income countries in the
most severe situations and appearing as aid orphans, a new concept was designed, that of
LICUS (low income countries under stress), now included in the broader one of "Fragile
states". And a special window (or budget) had been opened for some fragile states (eg post
conflict countries with IDA) in the aid allocation framework of several multilateral
institutions.

10

And to abandon the assumption that donors know better than a recipient country what is the best policy for
that country.
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Although there are several definitions and groups of "fragile states", those used in the
conventional allocation procedures rely also on CPIA (fragile states are low income countries
with low CPIA). In particular the post-conflict countries evidence a low CPIA. Thus the aid
allocation decreases when CPIA decreases, but when the latter has become very low, it may
be made higher. For instance, with reference to the quintiles of the CPR among the IDA
eligible countries, the level of IDA disbursements per capita (for 2006) first increases, then
decreases (and increases again) when the CPR increases (see the table and graph in Appendix
1).

Such a hiatus or discontinuity in the use of policy and governance indicator reveals the
logical weakness of the allocation rule. Fragile states do raise a real issue, which is not
addressed by the current allocation criteria. But giving some of them special treatment while
maintaining the traditional rule leads to disadvantaging those countries with a lower middle
"performance" indicator, but not so low to be considered as deserving special support. They
then may face a higher risk of becoming more fragile states. The allocation rule, relying on
CPIA, with a special window or special treatment for post-conflict countries or other fragile
states, appears to reveal a curative concern, rather than a preventive one.

Prevention concerns would be better answered, and discontinuity avoided, if structural
economic vulnerability was taken into consideration as an allocation criterion, because it is a
factor explaining the quality of policy and the risk of being a fragile state11.

It should be added that the weighting given to CPIA, and particularly to governance is a factor
of volatility in aid allocation, since variables behind this indicator may change rather quickly,
and even more the judgement on them, according to the spirit of the day, leading to the
"darling and orphan" syndrome. This would not be the case with structural economic
vulnerability.

Discontinuities and segmentations in aid allocation: complexity versus transparency

The treatment of policy and governance of recipient countries is not the only discontinuity
occurring in aid allocation.

11

Another source of discontinuity is due to the treatment of

EVI is a significant factor of CPIA (Guillaumont 2007b)
13
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population size. The usual allocation formulas, when they are applied to all aid recipients,
which means when not excluding very large countries (for instance India, Indonesia, Pakistan
for IDA , also China for the Asian Development Bank), are supplemented by a limit imposed
on the level of aid a single country can receive. Such a cap or ceiling leads to a threshold
effect which can be considered as beneficial to those large countries just below the cap.12 It is
as if the issue is tackled when it is most acute, and neglected otherwise.

The lack of a consistent framework on which partners agree has led multilateral institutions as
well as bilateral donors to introduce numerous adjustments and special cases, making the
allocation rules more and more complex. As a result, the final impact of each criterion on aid
allocation becomes less and less clear. An examination of the PBA practice, for instance in
the major case of IDA, reveals that, once taken into account capping for the largest countries,
as well as the treatment of post conflict and other most fragile states, the allocation is
determined only by the basic formula for less than two thirds of the IDA resources (or less
than three quarters of eligible countries)13.

Another way to go is to make the exceptions the rule. An illustration is given by the allocation
model of the European Development Fund, which relies on the addition of many successive
factors of correction from an income and population basis of allocation and results in a very
complex formula.

12

Other caps may have some impact. In very small countries the cap to the per capita allocation (World Bank
formula) limits the benefit that, progressively with their smallness, countries draw from the base allocation by
country: below some threshold there is no progressive advantage from smallness. Moreover, when a floor, rather
than a base allocation, is applied to the country allocation (as was the case in the previous AfDB formula), it may
appear relatively detrimental to the countries which would be located close to the threshold but are not small
enough to benefit from the floor, leading to the application of the floor due to their small size;
13
Among 82 IDA eligible, 45 non-fragile states and 16 fragile states receive a regular PBA allocation
(corresponding respectively to 55% and 7% of resources). Regular PBA includes the per capita cap which has
also concerned 7 countries. (cf International Development Association, 2007b).
14
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Main lines of an integrated approach

The approach developed below is drawn from the principles examined above, and from the
critical analysis of the main practices. Its aim is to combine consistency and transparency,
through four main features.

Looking for transparency by using a limited number of clear criteria

For the sake of transparency and simplicity it seems better to retain only a limited number of
criteria. It is a condition to make the rule transparent. Of course there may be some
sophistication in the composition of each criterion, but their meaning should remain clear.

Also for clarity it should be easy to assess the impact of each criterion on the allocation,
which can be better obtained by measuring the indicators corresponding to respective criteria
on an identical scale (from 0 or 1 to 100, using the max-min transformation when needed).
Two other problems should be addressed.

One, rather technical, is to choose between an arithmetical average and a geometrical average
of the criteria. With the arithmetical average, the weightings given to each component show
the absolute change in aid allocated to a country for a given absolute change in the criterion
indicator (the derivative of the allocation with regard to this indicator). With the geometrical
average, the weightings show the relative change in aid allocated to a country for a given
relative change in the indicator (the elasticity of allocation to the indicator): with the
geometrical average the absolute marginal contribution of a criterion depends on the level of
other criteria indicators, which is a way to assume that the criteria are not perfectly
substitutable. Multilateral banks have been hesitating between the two. Although the
geometrical average can be considered as more logical, some preference seems to have been
recently given to the arithmetical one for supposed reasons of simplicity (International
Development Association, 2007c). Indeed the geometrical average may appear less simple
than the arithmetical one. But it does not seem less easy to explain the impact of a relative
than of an absolute change in the value of components, once all are expressed as indices.
Moreover, according to the above IDA proposal, the choice of an arithmetical average was
limited to the calculation of the CPR, while the resource allocation would still result from a
15
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geometrical average between the CPR, the GNIpc and the population (this last variable being
necessarily multiplicative for the determination of the value of the allocation). We still prefer
to use a geometrical average below, but recognize that another choice is conceivable.

Another problem, more political, is to choose between designing specific indicators for the
purpose of the exercise and using well established indicators, already internationally agreed.
Of course, each aid source may choose its own indices, but the readability of its formula will
be greater if it uses agreed indicators. Its allocation strategy and the corresponding specificity
of its formula will be all the clearer in that they will be evidenced through the weightings
(rather than by the choice of specific indicators). Candidate indicators are (besides GNIpc) the
CPIA used by the World Bank, when available, or the Human Development Index
components other than GNIpc, or the the Human Asset Index (HAI) and the Economic
Vulnerability Index (EVI) set up and used by the Committee for Development Policy for
Least Developed Countries (LDC) identification. The benefit of using such indicators is that
they give the broad idea which is behind the criteria, leaving the possibility of progressively
deepening the understanding of each criterion: it is better to have three indicators at first
glance rather than their many components!

Balancing effectiveness and equity criteria, and balancing components of each set

A second feature of the approach we propose is to balance criteria of equity and criteria of
effectiveness, consistently with the basic principles recalled in the first section, and to balance
the main criteria of effectiveness, according to the lessons of the literature on aid effectiveness.
We here retain four main criteria, following a line of thought developed elsewhere about aid
selectivity criteria (Amprou, Guillaumont and Guillaumont Jeanneney, 2007).

As for equity criteria, we have three main candidates. One is the usual smallness of GNI p.c,
to be retained not so much because it gives a proxy of the weakness of the present welfare or a
proxy of the expected extent of poverty for a given distribution of income than because it
evidences the distance to reaching a high level of income per capita14.

14

Since the average is geometrical, this level can be measured in dollars or as an index, while when the average
is arithmetical, it should be measured as an index, after being transformed by logarithms.
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Another equity criterion is the level of health and education. It corresponds even more
directly than GNI to the main MDGs. The equity, as seen above, more than to compensate for
a present low welfare, is to consider this low level as a handicap to growth and to compensate
for it.. For that reason an appropriate indicator is the so-called Human Asset Index (HAI),
used for the identification of the LDCs and composed of four components (literacy rate,
secondary enrolment ratio, under-five child mortality and the percentage of the population
which is undernourished). It could be preferred to the well known "Human Development
Index" (HDI), because it is more comprehensive (including a nutrition factor) and uses more
reliable data (eg child mortality instead of life expectancy). Moreover the HDI includes an
income component, here taken into account separately.15

Finally for the same purpose of equal opportunities, another structural handicap to growth,
due to vulnerability, should also be taken into account as an aid allocation criterion. An
indicator is available for this purpose, the Economic Vulnerability Index (EVI), designed, as
HAI, for the identification of the LDCs, but useful here as well. EVI, which is presented in
more detail in several previous studies (Guillaumont 2006, 2007a, 2008) as well as in CDP
reports (United Nations, 2008), includes three indicators of the likely size of the exogeneous
shocks, either external (instability of exports of goods and services) or natural (instability of
agricultural production and percentage of population displaced due to natural disasters), and
four indicators of the exposure to shocks (smallness of population size expressed in logs,
remoteness from world markets adjusted for landlockedness, share of agriculture, forestry and
fisheries in total value added, and concentration of exports). Shock and exposure receive the
same aggregate weighting within EVI.

As seen above, structural economic vulnerability is to be given special attention as an aid
allocation criterion, not only because it is a handicap to growth to be compensated for, but
also and even more because it is a factor increasing aid effectiveness. Retaining it in aid
allocation

should contribute to the dampening of likely but unforeseen shocks, and

consequently to the prevention of social unrest and state fragility, which are to be prevented
as much as cured afterwards16.
15

Although the HDI components other than income per capita only could be retained (HAI and HDI are
compared in Guillaumont 2008, see also United Nations 2008)
16
With equal opportunities in mind, it could be useful to consider the level of natural resources. However the
natural resources endowment is difficult to assess and is generally reflected by the level of GNIpc, to which in
our view a higher weighting is to be given. Moreover, since resource rich countries generally have a high export
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The other criterion supposed to correspond to a factor of aid effectiveness is policy and
governance. Nobody contests the importance of economic policy and governance as factors of
development. What is debated, as seen above, is the empirical grounds of their significance as
factors of aid effectiveness. However, even if the econometric significance is weak, there is
strong support from the international community of donors in favour of this criterion, which
can also be legitimate as a signal of what is considered to be good policy and governance, and
possibly an incentive to adopt such policy. Left aside here is the examination of the best way
to deal with poor policy or bad governance in aid policy: ways of delivering aid may matter
more than aid volume or allocation (Guillaumont and Guillaumont Jeanneney, 2007). Anyway,
if such a variable is to be included among the aid allocation criteria, the issue remains of how
it should be measured. The CPIA, and more specifically its cluster D, related to governance17,
as used by the World Bank, can only be retained for an aid allocation formula limited to IDA
eligible countries, but not for the whole set of developing countries, since CPIA is not made
available for countries other than the IDA eligible ones. For application to a larger set of
countries it is necessary to use other policy or governance indicators, such as the well known
Kaufmann and Kraay index. In some studies, related to aid selectivity, it is argued that the
choice of the indicator does not really matter since the various policy indicators are correlated
(Dollar and Levin, 2004), but it appears that, for instance, a correlation between CPIA and the
Kaufmann and Kraay index does not prevent the two indices from resulting in very different
selectivity measures (Amprou et al. 2007). In any case, the relevance of a subjective
assessment of policy and governance is always open to question.

Treating vulnerability, population size and state fragility consistently

In the preceding section we have highlighted the reasons why (structural economic)
vulnerability should be included among aid allocation criteria. Vulnerability is not totally
omitted in the usual PBA, in as far as special consideration is given (at least in the World
Bank system) to the "small vulnerable countries" by allowing them to have access to the IDA
(concessional) window even if they are above the IDA operational cut-off. A vulnerability
concern may also be revealed by the base country allocation, the benefits of which are greater
concentration index, deleting this index in the EVI, as we proposed elsewhere (Guillaumont 2008), would go in
the same direction (although its weighting in EVI is only 6.25%)
17
Let us recall that the criterion used by the World Bank is the CPR Country Policy Rating, a weighted average
of the CPIA clusters, and a portfolio performance rating, as explained in note 6
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the smaller the country (bounded by the cap applied to aid per capita). However, it is more
straightforward to introduce a vulnerability indicator as an allocation criterion.

We have seen the discontinuity resulting from capping the total amount of aid for large
countries in order to avoid a concentration of aid in large countries. A more gradual solution
would be to calculate the total aid allocation to a country, applying to the population number
an exponent lower than one. It is the solution retained by the Asian Development Bank (P0.6)
or by the Netherlands (P0.7), and explainable by the fact that in these two cases the set of
recipient countries includes countries with a large population.

Again, using a relevant index of vulnerability as a criterion is another answer to this issue.
The EVI level is strongly influenced by the population size (which receives a weighting of ¼,
and also influences the level of some other components). For the largest developing countries,
which are at a very low level of EVI, the allocation is automatically reduced, and for very
small developing countries, which are generally at the highest levels of EVI, the allocation is
automatically enhanced.

Using an index such as EVI has another advantage, due to the fact that it is a proxy of
structural factors influencing the CPIA level, illustrating the impact of structural vulnerability
on policy (Guillaumont 2007a). It thus allows one to address the issue of fragile states and to
moderate the impact of CPIA as far as its low level may depend on structural factors. And it
addresses the state fragility issue both ex ante and ex post, i.e. both in a preventive and a
curative manner.

Is the use of a vulnerability index as an aid allocation criterion consistent with setting up
facilities to compensate for exogeneous shocks? Compensatory schemes are another response
to vulnerability, indeed needed, but difficult to implement rapidly and effectively
(Guillaumont 2006). The funds to be allocated to each country cannot be determined in
advance, so that they are treated out of the general allocation rule and taken from a special
budget for unforeseen events (e.g. the "Flex" and envelope B of the EDF). Since they are
allocated ex post, once the shocks have occurred, they can be considered as complementary of
the ex ante allocation according to a criterion of vulnerability. The latter alone automatically
enhances the stabilizing impact of aid, which is a major factor in its effectiveness (Chauvet
and Guillaumont 2007).
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Specific cases and categories integrated into a general framework

Our proposal of new allocation rules aims at treating the main issues to be addressed in an
integrated conceptual framework instead of leaving them for consideration as special cases
and exceptions. The formula we suggest, relying mainly on four criteria, GNI pc, HAI, EVI,
and a policy and governance indicator (CPIA or another similar index) allows one to address
the issues raised by at least three special categories of countries.

First, it supports the priority the international community is invited to give to the LDCs., since
three of the four criteria retained for aid allocation are those used for the identification of the
LDCs. At the same time these criteria are used on a continuum and not necessarily on the sole
basis of the category membership.

Secondly, through the EVI, the aid allocation formula also takes into account the special
situation of the Small Island Developing Countries and small vulnerable countries, which do
not belong to an official category as do the LDCs (Guillaumont 2007c). At the same time it
may facilitate the transition for small island states which have graduated from LDC status
(Cape Verde, Maldives, Samoa), smoothing the loss of advantages likely to result from the
graduation.

Finally, as already stressed, the revised formula leads to the consideration of state fragility ex
ante as well as ex post, and in a general framework.

Implementation of the new approach

A rough simulation

In a broad and simple approach, using largely agreed indicators, we have simulated the
allocation of aid according to several typical formulas, voluntarily avoiding all "caps", floors
and exceptions. The simulation is related to the allocation of the total aid to all developing
countries (Appendix 2, Table 1). A variant is related to the allocation of total aid to only the
IDA eligible countries (Appendix 2, Tables 2). In no case can these simulations be considered
as a completed proposal. It is only an attempt to roughly compare the results obtained from
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the conventional formula with those from alternative formulas. The aim is to obtain an order
of magnitude for the share of global aid going to relevant groups of countries according to
alternative criteria.

Indicators used as aid allocation criteria to each country are the following:
- K: index of policy and institutions, either the CPIA available only for IDA eligible
countries or the Kaufmann, Kraay and Mastruzzi index (2003);
- y : the GNI per capita;
- EVI: the Economic Vulnerability Index, as designed by the CDP and calculated by UN
DESA in the process of LDCs identification;
- HAI: the Human Asset Index, designed and calculated in the same way;
- P: population size.

The formulas, which are all multiplicative, are given in Appendix 2 with the main results.
The allocation is first multiplied by the population size (Table 1.A), in five formulas
corresponding respectively to the following principles:
-

formula 1: pure PBA formula close to that of IDA, giving a strong weighting to policy
(exponent 5), and a small weighting to GNI pc (exponent -0.125);

-

formula 2 : same formula, but rebalancing the impact of policy and income, to which
equal weightings are given, with income taken in the reverse direction18 ;

-

formula 3: formula intermediate between 1 and 2 (respective weightings of 2/3 and
1/3);

-

formula 4: same as 3, but with EVI and HAI replacing policy (each with a weighting
of 1/3);

-

formula 5: the four criteria are retained, policy, EVI, HAI and (reversed) income pc,
each with an equal weighting of 0.25, what may be seen as roughly giving equal
weighting to effectiveness and equity criteria19

18

To make the formula more readable and understandable , with the sum of the weightings of the criteria other
than population equal to one, the indicator corresponding to the income per capita is to be taken in the reverse
direction (it is an indicator of income poverty). Moreover, since the set of countries receiving ODA includes
countries with GNI per capita staying roughly between 100 and 10000 dollars, and relative differences are the
most relevant for our purpose, the GNI per capita has been transformed into logs, then this log value has been
transformed into an index from 0 to 100, corresponding to a scale from 100 to 10000 dollars: the difference
between 100 and this index has been retained as an income criterion. Another way to do this would have been to
take as an income criterion an index equal to (10000/ GNIpc), which would also vary from 100 to one, but with
a faster decline of index when the GNIpc increases.
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These are of course tentative weightings, illustrating normative choices. As for
effectiveness criteria, weightings should be ideally defined with reference to the lessons of
empirical studies on aid effectiveness20. But these lessons, as we have seen, are not clear
enough to draw precise weightings, which has led us to simulate extreme (formulas 1 to 4)
cases, then an intermediate one (formula 5). Nevertheless, it could be argued that the
weighting given to EVI in the last formula is underestimated, insofar as structural
vulnerability is both an effectiveness criterion and an equity criterion.

Then the same calculations have been made with the population size taken with an
exponent of 0.5 to reflect decreasing needs and effectiveness of aid per capita when
population size increases (Table 1.B), which is another way to take into account
vulnerability linked to smallness of population size and underestimated in the previous
formulas.

Simulations have been made for each country, using 2005 data for all the indicators The
tables of Appendix 2 only give aggregate results for the following relevant groups:
-

income groups: low (LIC), lower middle (LMIC), upper middle (UMIC);

-

target groups: LDCs, SIDS, landlocked developing countries (LLDC), fragile states
(FS, with CPIA<3.2) , LICUS, IDA eligible countries (IDA), Sub Sahara Africa (SSA).

Comparison of results with the various formulas and with actual allocation

The main lessons to be drawn from Tables 1A and 1B (aid to all developing countries) of
Appendix 2 are the following:
-

the allocation resulting from the application of formula 1 according to a pure
conventional PBA greatly differs from the actual allocation: the actual world aid
allocation does not correspond to the most influential model; this remains true even
when population is taken with exponential 0.5;

19

We have chosen the same criteria to assess the aid selectivity of donors, according to several methods, in
Amprou et al. 2007.
20
Weightings for policy purposes cannot be designed as they would be in research work. The same problem
arises for assessing the weightings to be given to EVI: reasonable and balanced weightings are retained instead
of the debatable relative impacts of EVI components on growth (Guillaumont, 2006,2007a).
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-

results obtained with formula 2, which gives more weighting to the level of income
per capita, are consistent with the actual allocation as regards allocation between
income groups; as regards allocation to target groups, which are on average small
sized, the results are consistent only when the exponent of population is 0.5, reflecting
then a wish of the donors to favour small countries;

-

with exponent one for population, more consistency is obtained with formula 5
(including the four criteria) for target groups, which, however, stays far below the
actual allocation; conversely, when population is taken with exponential 0.5, target
groups obtain more than the actual allocation with formula 5 and still more with
formula 4 which drops the governance indicator; these results suggest that the new
formulas (4 and 5) well capture target group features other than their smallness, which
correspond to the reasons for higher aid levels.

If we now consider the simulations of total aid to only IDA eligible countries (Tables 2A
and 2B), the results are slightly different. All the formulas with the exponential one give a
lower allocation than the actual one to the low income countries. But this is not the case
when the population exponent is 0.5, which demonstrates the importance of taking the
population size into account, even when EVI is introduced into the formula, at least when
it is left with a weighting not higher than that of the other criteria21. In this last case, we
see that, as previously for all developing countries, formula 5 and still more formula 4
benefits the target countries such as LDCs or fragile states.

Transition from the present state

As appears from simulations which present the relative share allocated to each group of
countries, if the total amount remains the same, some will gain, while others will lose,
depending on the reform examined. To be noted, most of the modifications of the actually
used formulas which have occurred, except as for post-conflict countries, have been designed
so that they will not significantly modify the allocation. In particular it was agreed not to
change (not to lower) the weight of governance. Indeed there may be opposition to a reform
leading to a lower absolute allocation to any group or even to any country. It means that a new
allocation pattern is feasible only if combined with aid scaling up: an increase in the total
21

The alternative is to give higher weighting to EVI, on the grounds that it corresponds both to a structural
handicap and to a factor of aid effectiveness.
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volume of aid will allow donors to progressively move towards an optimal aid allocation
without loss for any country, compared to the present allocation. The corresponding cost of
optimality can easily be estimated. Moreover, the principle of a compensatory allocation to
countries likely to lose out will be all the more accepted in that these are countries with (less
weighted) good policies.

Some remaining issues

Three remaining issues, which cannot be fully examined here, should be briefly considered.

Global and specific aid allocations

In the preceding section we have alternatively considered aid allocation criteria to be applied
at the global level or by a single donor, bilateral or multilateral. The logical grounds were
supposed to be the same, which they are only to some extent. It is conceivable to assess what
would be an optimal allocation of the total amount of aid (through the kind of criteria
presented or through a more sophisticated model), then to raise the issue of the harmonisation
of the aid of each donor with this optimal allocation: all donors may not have the same
formula or not give the same weightings to various criteria, and some may wish, for historical,
geographical, or cultural reasons, to give a specific orientation to their aid. And very few
donors (e.g. the Netherlands) consider in their allocation the level of aid from other sources. Is
there a specific role for international organisations in that context?

Aid allocation and development by regional integration

Regional integration is important for development, in particular for ACP countries due to their
small average size, which raises two issues for aid allocation.

The first issue is about the treatment of regional projects in the allocation process. A fair
answer has been given by putting aside an allocation representing a given share of total
resources (for instance 17.5% for African Development Fund, 4.6 % for all IDA and 7.2% of
the IDA allocation to African countries). Still debatable are the principle and applications of a
partial imputation of regional projects to the countries concerned.
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The second issue has hardly been addressed (exception found in an item of the CPIA at the
African Development Bank): should the policy commitment of each recipient country to
regional integration be taken into account in the country allocation? The need for such a
commitment is to some extent captured by the vulnerability index, but can the commitment
itself be assessed objectively?

Broadening the goals of aid allocation: the adaptation to climate change

Aid allocation has been considered in this paper with regard to development goals, which
mean not only economic growth and poverty reduction but also the other MDGs, to a large
extent linked to growth and poverty reduction. Sustainable development also involves
resilience to climate change. A well established distinction is between climate change
mitigation and adaptation. A formula is used by the Global Environment Facility to allocate
its resources (GEF 2005), relying on two indicators, a "Global Benefit Index" reflecting the
global environment (biodiversity and climate) benefits generated by the country and a GEF
Performance Index, composed of items from the World Bank CPIA22. While the latter is not
really focused on adaptation, the first of these two indicators is essentially related to
mitigation.

Mitigation of climate change is an issue of the utmost importance, but rather different from
development aid,. Conversely, aid to cover the likely costs of adaptation at the country level is
clearly a development aid and it responds to a principle of equity. How these costs can be
measured remains a debated issue. If they were reasonably assessed, another issue would be
to know how they can be taken into account in the system of aid allocation: is aid for climate
change adaptation to be allocated separately with its own criteria or integrated into an
extended development aid? In the latter case how should the allocation criteria be "adapted"?
One possibility would then be to augment the composition of the economic vulnerability
index so that it better reflects the costs of climate change or of the adaptation to this major
change23. In the former case, criteria for the allocation of aid to the adaptation to climate

22

For 70% by the" Policies and Institutions for Environmental Sustainability” indicator, which is one of the five
items of the CPIA cluster C ("Policies for Social Inclusion"), and, for 20%, by a "Broad Framework Indicator
(BFI), based on the average of the five indicators of the CPIA cluster D ( “Public Sector Management and
Institutions”). The other 10% are for a portfolio performance indicator.
23
EVI already includes two components reflecting natural (climatic) shocks as well as exposure components
likely to capture the risk of unforeseen climatic shocks. Other possible components have been considered, but
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change should include a specific index of vulnerability to climate change. It should also take
into account the level of income per capita (Anderson, 2008).

Conclusions

The principles of aid allocation are to be examined with the view of making allocation more
adapted to development goals. The main model of aid allocation is the so-called performance
based allocation (PBA), used by several multilateral agencies and bilateral donors, and
considered in this paper as the conventional model. Although highly influential, it is not
universally adopted and, when adopted, not fully implemented, due to exceptions, caps and
special windows which are an answer to some lack of consistency. Simulations of the pure
PBA of global aid show that it is far from being the world rule.

An allocation adapted to development goals should rely on two main principles, imperfectly
acknowledged by the PBA usual model: equity and effectiveness. Equity means that
allocation should promote more equal opportunities among countries through criteria
corresponding to the structural handicaps faced by each country. Effectiveness means that
allocation should contribute effectively to economic growth and poverty reduction by
retaining among criteria the main factors on which aid effectiveness depends. A next step will
be to combine these principles in a comprehensive model of total aid allocation, likely to be
used as a global framework. In any case,, such principles could be adopted by each source of
aid in an independent and transparent manner (with specific design of the criteria and specific
weightings given to each of them).

Four main criteria of aid allocation seem consistent with these principles: the level of income
per capita and that of the human capital, structural economic vulnerability and the quality of
policy and governance. Whereas policy and governance is the core of the PBA approach, it is
still considered in research circles as a rather dubious factor of aid effectiveness. The strong
weighting it is given seems motivated by the search for an incentive to improve policy.
Anyway, this weighting should be kept limited, compared to that given to the other criteria,

not retained, due to lack of consistency or coverage (see a broader examination of this issue in Guillaumont
2008, and the latest report of the CDP, United Nations 2008b)
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the income per capita already included in the usual formula, and the other two, human capital
and vulnerability, which are generally missing.

Economic vulnerability needs to be taken into account in a straightforward manner. It is both
a structural handicap deserving compensation for equity reasons and a recognized factor of
aid effectiveness, due to the dampening impact of aid.

Indicators are available to implement the principles. Such indicators are the Human Asset
Index (close to the non income part of the Human Development Index) and the Economic
Vulnerability Index set up and used by the Committee for Development Policy for the
identification of the Least Developed Countries. Considering these indicators as relevant aid
allocation criteria confirms the rationale of the priority given to the Least Developed
Countries in aid targets by the international community. It simultaneously offers the
possibility of providing a partial answer or treatment to the issues raised by special groups of
countries at risk, such as fragile states and small vulnerable countries, within a general and
consistent framework.
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Appendices*

Appendix 1: Average level of IDA disbursements per capita according
to the level of Country Performance Rating (CPR) for 2006

Average CPR
2006

Average IDA
aid p.c.*

Average IDA net
aid p.c.

1st quintile

1,64

4,50

2,78

2nd quintile

2,31

9,65

7,94

3rd quintile

3,04

6,19

5,23

4th quintile

3,51

8,38

7,66

5th quintile

4,27

23,22

22,95

* Gross disbursements minus debt forgiveness grants

•

Aline Mosnier is gratefully acknowledged for her assistance in the simulation work
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Appendix 2: Results of simulation of different formulas for total
aid allocation
Actual allocation (in million dollars) = ODA Gross Disbursements - debt forgiveness grants humanitarian aid
Formula 1: Ai = Ki5. Yi-0,125. Pi
Formula 2: Ai = Ki’0,5. Yi’0,5. Pi
Formula 3: Ai = Ki’2/3. Yi’1/3. Pi
Formula 4: Ai = EVIi1/3. HAIi’1/3. Yi’1/3. Pi
Formula 5: Ai = Ki’0,25. EVIi0,25. HAIi’0,25. Yi’0,25. Pi
Where Ai is the aid allocated to country i, K is the Kaufmann Kraay’s governance indicator
calculated from 1 to 6 (instead of -2,5 to +2,5) and K’ is calculated from 0 to 100 ; Y is the
gross national income per capita and Y’ is equal to 100 minus the index of log of GNI p.c.
calculated from 0 to 100 ; EVI is the Economic Vulnerability Index ; HAI’ is equal to 100
minus the Human Asset Index ; and Pi is the population of country i expressed in millions.

1. Aid to all developing countries
Table 1A
Actual
allocation

Formula 1

Formula 2

Formula 3

Formula 4

Formula 5

Low income

50%

41%

51%

48%

60%

55%

Lower middle
income

43%

41%

41%

43%

34%

38%

Upper middle
income

7%

18%

8%

10%

6%

7%

LDC

33%

7%

15%

14%

25%

20%

SIDS

4%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

LLDC

21%

4%

8%

7%

11%

10%

FS

18%

2%

10%

8%

17%

14%

LICUS

14%

2%

8%

7%

14%

11%

IDA

47%

12%

23%

21%

34%

29%

SSA

31%

11%

15%

14%

24%

20%

pop^1

By income

By target
group
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Table 1 B
Same formulas as 1A but with lower weighting given to population: P replaced by P0,5

Actual
allocation

Formula 1

Formula 2

Formula 3

Formula 4

Formula 5

Low income

50%

32%

52%

48%

63%

58%

Lower middle
income

43%

34%

36%

37%

29%

32%

Upper middle
income

7%

34%

12%

15%

8%

10%

pop^0,5

By income

By target
group

LDC

33%

19%

32%

29%

44%

39%

SIDS

4%

8%

5%

5%

5%

5%

LLDC

21%

13%

20%

18%

24%

22%

FS

18%

7%

21%

19%

33%

27%

LICUS

14%

4%

15%

13%

25%

20%

IDA

47%

27%

45%

41%

58%

52%

SSA

31%

24%

32%

30%

43%

38%
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2. Aid to IDA eligible countries
Table 2A
Formula 1

Formula 2

Formula 3

Actual
allocation

KKM*

CPR**

KKM

CPR

KKM

CPR

LIC

79%

92%

90%

89%

89%

89%

88%

LMIC

21%

8%

10%

11%

11%

11%

12%

P1

Formula 4

Formula 5
KKM

CPR

91%

90%

90%

9%

10%

10%

UMIC

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

LDC

54%

17%

18%

27%

26%

26%

25%

38%

33%

31%

SIDS

4%

1%

0%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

LLDC

31%

8%

9%

13%

12%

12%

12%

17%

15%

14%

FS

30%

6%

6%

17%

16%

16%

15%

27%

22%

20%

LICUS

24%

4%

4%

14%

12%

12%

11%

22%

18%

16%

SSA

47%

17%

18%

25%

26%

24%

25%

35%

31%

32%

Table 2B
Formula 1

Formula 2

Formula 3

Actual
allocation

KKM

CPR

KKM

CPR

KKM

CPR

LIC

79%

77%

79%

82%

82%

81%

81%

LMIC

21%

20%

21%

17%

18%

18%

UMIC

0%

3%

1%

0%

0%

LDC

54%

45%

41%

52%

49%

P0.5

Formula 4

Formula 5
KKM

CPR

86%

85%

84%

19%

13%

15%

16%

1%

0%

0%

0%

0%

50%

48%

61%

58%

55%

SIDS

4%

8%

4%

5%

4%

5%

4%

5%

5%

5%

LLDC

31%

24%

25%

28%

28%

27%

27%

31%

30%

29%

FS

30%

17%

14%

34%

31%

32%

30%

45%

41%

37%

LICUS

24%

10%

9%

25%

22%

23%

21%

34%

30%

26%

SSA

47%

43%

43%

48%

49%

47%

48%

57%

54%

55%

*KKM = Kaufmann-Kraay-Mastruzzi index of governance
**CPR = Country Performance Rating, the index of governance used by the World Bank
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